State Violence in Narcotic Drug Governance:
A Call for Harm Reduction and Human Rights Protection
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This reflection piece sheds light on expanded state violence in global narcotic governance, offering valuable insights to perpetrator studies. It expands the focus by acknowledging the state as a collective perpetrator within the framework of global narcotic regulation. With its near-monopoly on the use of force, the state possesses significant resources to inflict violence on citizens, leading to increased number of civilian fatalities, suffering, and other forms of physical integrity rights abuses. Additionally, this piece highlights the role of structural factors in facilitating state violence and the spread of narcotic drugs, emphasizing socioeconomic inequalities and systemic discrimination perpetuated by a militaristic approach to narcotic politics. Lastly, it emphasizes the disproportionate impact of state violence and drug policies on marginalized communities, urging an examination of how coercive state agencies deliberately target minoritized groups.
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The ongoing global crusade against illicit drugs is marked by lamentable disregard for the lives of civilians and the growing militarization of the enforcement of drug prohibition. A recent Global Burden of Diseases report revealed that the consumption of illegal drugs has been directly linked to staggering 585,000 premature fatalities annually. This is due to heightened vulnerability to afflictions such as hepatitis, HIV, cancer, and suicide. Each year, approximately 130,000 individuals succumb to drug overdoses, with nearly half of the deaths occurring among those under fifty years of age. In response to the perceived public health threat associated with illicit
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drug use, both state and transnational entities have resorted to severe and coercive tactics, including heightened imprisonment, well-funded police and military interventions, and stigmatization of individuals suspected of engaging in narcotic activities. According to the United Nations, in 2019, one in five individuals worldwide was incarcerated for drug-related offenses, with almost 470,000 (21.7%) facing charges solely for drug use and possession. Although drug proliferation is largely facilitated by its producers and suppliers, the UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice found that 83% of those convicted for drug offenses were sentenced to simple drug possession. The global trend in narcotic drug governance is to deploy expanded state violence in law enforcement (e.g., mass incarceration, extrajudicial killings, and enforced disappearances), which causes widespread suffering and death, human rights abuses, and discrimination against vulnerable groups. Although such punitive measures allegedly aim to promote public health and safety, they harm people of color and low-income communities and deepen socioeconomic inequalities. Hence, a more inclusive and fair approach is necessary to improve drug governance and to protect human rights by focusing on harm reduction and social justice.

In contemporary global narcotic politics, what does militarism, by expanding state violence as a policy paradigm, actually mean? Upholding militarism as the overarching regulatory paradigm of public policy, expanded state violence refers to the extensive use of coercive measures by the state (or its designated agents) that inflict both widespread physical and psychological harm on individuals believed to be involved in narcotic drugs. A state-led drug war serves as a means for state actors to maintain and consolidate power, especially when drug cartels and other non-state-armed groups challenge their authority. The adoption of a militaristic approach to drug law enforcement normalizes and justifies escalated state violence while disregarding the humanity of marginalized populations, ultimately bolstering state authority at the expense of a state’s commitment to protect the dignity of all individuals within its territory.

This reflection piece on state violence in global narcotic governance contributes to perpetrator studies in several important ways. First, I advocate expanding the scope of perpetrator studies by underscoring the state as a collective and institutionalized perpetrator of violence in the context of global narcotic regulation. Considering its supposed near monopoly in the legitimate use of force, the state possesses a lot of material resources to inflict violence upon its citizens, and in doing so, generates civilian fatalities, suffering, and other forms of physical integrity rights abuses. Second, I advocate for an agenda in perpetrator studies that transcends the mere identification of individual or institutional perpetrators. In doing so, I highlight the role of structural factors that facilitate both state violence and the proliferation of narcotic drugs. By emphasizing global socioeconomic inequalities and systemic discrimination perpetuated by a militaristic approach to narcotic governance, I encourage scholars to examine institutionalized power


dynamics and social structures that contribute to perpetration of violence. Third, I emphasize the disproportionate impact and selective scope of state violence and drug policies on marginalized communities, particularly people of color and low-income communities. In doing so, I call for the need to analyze the intersectionality of perpetration, particularly how the numerous instruments of coercive state agencies deliberately and disproportionately target minoritized groups.

State action can be considered violent even without physical harm, as non-physical harm such as emotional assaults or the impact of racism and poverty can be just as damaging, if not more so. State authorities deploy intensive surveillance and checks on poor residents, which suggest selective state violence that is often not captured by a paradigm of violence that focuses merely on death or physical injuries. Similarly, state leaders, such as Duterte’s persistent shaming of poor neighborhoods in Metro Manila or Trump’s public denigration of homeless people as drug addicts, speak of acts of nonphysical violence committed by the state. As human rights anthropologist Nancy Scheper-Hughes argues, ‘words can be like rape — they destroy you’, while others have noted that extreme material inequalities and power differentials already constitute a form of symbolic and structural violence in society, often perpetrated by state authorities. Colombia’s Medellin showcases a significant and expanded state presence, in contrast to the upscale


Chico neighborhood in Bogota. Similarly, low-income communities in urban slums in Tondo, Manila (the Philippines) experience extensive state surveillance with the intent of extrajudicially penalizing residents for any perceived social deviance, including suspected drug-related activities. In contrast, affluent areas, such as Makati City in Metro Manila, host non-state and state forces to safeguard the security of wealthy residents, who often evade punishment for drug-related offenses.

Militarism is the dominant approach employed by states in global efforts to control illicit drugs, with increased emphasis on the suppression and prohibition of narcotic drugs. This militaristic strategy prioritizes the use of force and coercion by state security forces to combat drug trafficking and use, often leading to human rights abuses and civil unrest. It also reinforces the entrenchment of military power within state structures, and undermines the principles of democratic governance. State agencies, including the military, police, and other national security service offices, were redirected to the drug war by central executive governments. Through cooperation, they adopted a comprehensive anti-drug approach, reasserting the state’s monopoly on the legitimate use of coercion.

Second, the expansion of state violence suggests the omnipresent deployment of the means of state coercion through augmented state funding in national security agencies, the establishment of new security entities, the proliferation of state-private sector partnerships, and the frequent exchange of personnel between state security and civilian bureaucratic leadership positions. This revolving door between state security and civilian bureaucracy has been found to promote a culture
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of impunity and to encourage the widespread proliferation of violence in drug law enforcement\(^7\). It is important to examine the consequences of such practices on the rule of law and civil liberty. This comprehensive punitive approach results in violence-focused public consciousness and glorification of punishment, which causes widespread suffering among civilian victims. Didier Fassin notes that punishment generates ‘gratuitous suffering,’ which serves no purpose other than causing pain\(^8\). The normative rhetoric of state officials usually rationalizes the use of lethal force against individuals associated with drug activities in pursuit of supposedly higher objectives (e.g., democratic security, as in the case of Uribe in Colombia, or peace in the case of Duterte in the Philippines)\(^9\). The purpose of escalated state violence is to establish control and assert dominance over individuals involved in the drug trade. Legal scholar Paul Kahn theorizes that the demonstration of sovereign power is more important than justice, and torture can be effective even without it\(^{20}\). This results in a normative order of drug wars, including the practice of sacrifice and killing, extending beyond language and symbolism.

The intensification of state violence coincides with a long-standing and systemic neglect of the state’s social welfare infrastructure, with the central government allocating so much political capital and financial resources to bolster state security agencies\(^{21}\). The prioritization of militarism over comprehensive and equitable socioeconomic development initiatives is evident in state-led drug wars, wherein the real
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enemy does not actually pertain to a conventional army, but rather the social and economic structures that support the global narcotic trade. This prioritization of militarism constitutes a systematic bias that can ultimately lead to the neglect of critical social welfare programs. For instance, Thaksin’s War on Drugs in Thailand (2001-2006) and Duterte’s regime in the Philippines (2016-2022) systematically targeted activists, political opposition members, and anyone suspected of drug trafficking or committing petty offenses. This war-centered approach fails to address the foundational socio-economic causes of drug use and production and undermines political opposition to the ruling elites, rather than comprehensively addressing the demand for narcotics.

This reflection engages with the field of perpetrator studies by broadening our comprehension of perpetrators and the processes through which violence is perpetuated. First, narcotic-related violence is complex; it involves local and transnational actors, as well as state and non-state perpetrators. Mapping these complex webs of perpetrators of narcotic-related violence is necessary. Second, understanding the perpetration processes of narcotic-related violence requires acknowledging the role of global structural factors. We must examine the interdependent relationship between global South and North societies, as illustrated by the case of Colombia as the largest producer of cocaine and the high demand for consumption in Europe and North America. Likewise, in the pursuit of justice in the war on drugs, the role of international judicial institutions is crucial in cases where the local judici-


ary emerges as captive institutions that are controlled by the key perpetrators of violence — as demonstrated by the ongoing investigations by the International Criminal Court on the war on drugs in the Philippines under former Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte (2016-2022).

Human rights activists and drug policy practitioners must challenge the current global normative order that justifies militarism in narcotic governance and advocate for reforms that prioritize human rights and dignity. To achieve this, transnational drug policy reform must prioritize harm reduction and evidence-based interventions that promote human rights, public health, and well-being rather than punitive measures that criminalize, incarcerate, and kill suspected drug users through expanded state violence. Policy initiatives that aim to address the harm of drug policies must ensure meaningful participation and leadership from marginalized communities, particularly those that are financially impoverished and from communities of color. This requires addressing broader structural, social, and economic inequalities. In this regard, symbolic gestures alone are insufficient.
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